UMass Amherst Libraries and SIPX

An Experiment Seeking Copyright Permission
Beginnings

• Amazon @ UMass (Amherst)
• Coursepack solution?
Investigation

- Integration with Discovery System (Worldcat Local)
- Calculation model - per individual use, not total enrollment
- Fair Use?
- LMS Integration?
- Environmental Scan
Decisions

• No LMS Implementation
• Library utilization/Fair use interpretation
• Student-created accounts
• Web page guides
Experiences

• Reduction in cost
• Slight confusion
Next Steps

• Amazon and SIPX costs
• CCC vs. SIPX Cost Analysis
  – 3 semesters of use
  – SIPX cost: $2000
  – Theoretical CCC cost: $9580
  – Non used items? Down to $5800
  – Difference of $3800
On The Horizon...

• Proquest?
• CCC
• EReserve Plus
• ???